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Any surface is completely characterized by a metric and a symmetric tensor satisfying the Gauss-
Codazzi-Mainardi equations (GCM), which identifies the latter as its curvature. We demonstrate
that physical questions relating to a surface described by any Hamiltonian involving only surface
degrees of freedom can be phrased completely in terms of these tensors without explicit reference to
the ambient space: the surface is an emergent entity. Lagrange multipliers are introduced to impose
GCM as constraints on these variables and equations describing stationary surface states derived.
The behavior of these multipliers is explored for minimal surfaces, showing how their singularities
correlate with surface instabilities.
I. INTRODUCTION
Surfaces occur as approximations of physical systems
at almost all energy scales [1]. More often than one would
expect the only relevant degrees of freedom are the ones
associated with the geometric configuration of the sur-
face itself and its behavior is described completely by a
Hamiltonian or an action constructed using the geomet-
rical invariants of this surface. This may be something as
simple as the area–representing the energy of an interface
or a soap film [2]–or its relativistic analogue which repre-
sents the area of the worldsheet swept out in the course
of the evolution of a string, be it a fundamental extended
object or–more conservatively–some effective description
of one[3, 4].
Typically the Hamiltonian defined on a surface, Γ :
{u1, u2} → X(u1, u2), is constructed by forming suitable
scalars using the induced metric gab, the curvatures Kab
and their covariant derivatives:
H =
∫
dAH[gab,Kab] ; (1)
for simplicity, we consider only surfaces embedded in
three-dimensional Euclidean space, E3. The important
point is that the functions X tend not to appear explic-
itly in H. Surface area with H = 1, depending on the
metric through its determinant, dA = d2u√g, is the sim-
plest example. If the tensors gab andKab in Eq. (1) are to
represent a surface, however, they will need to be consis-
tent with the Gauss-Codazzi (GC) and Codazzi-Mainardi
(CM) equations,
G = 0 , Ca = 0 , (2)
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where
G := R−K2 +KabKab ; (3a)
Ca := ∇b (Kab − gabK) , (3b)
which occur as integrability conditions on the structure
equations defining how the unit tangents and normals
rotate as one moves along the surface. Here ∇a is the
covariant derivative compatible with gab; R is the cor-
responding Ricci scalar curvature and K represents the
trace of Kab, K = g
abKab. Conversely, one of the cor-
ner pieces of nineteenth century geometry is the assertion
that any two tensor fields, gab and Kab, satisfying Eqs.
(2) will represent some surface X, with induced metric
gab and extrinsic curvature Kab, unique up to Euclidean
motions [5]. This will also be crucial. Indeed, even if H
depended only on the metric, this metric knows there is
an extrinsic curvature tagging along.
In this Letter, we will show that it is always possible to
rephrase the variational properties of surfaces in terms
of a theory of gravity involving a metric, coupled to an
auxiliary field Kab, without any explicit reference to the
embedding functions themselves: the surface itself is an
emergent entity. In this framework Eqs. (2) are enforced
by introducing Lagrange multipliers, which permits one
to treat these two tensors as independent variables.
This approach contrasts dramatically with the familiar
approach in terms of harmonic maps [3, 6], or its natu-
ral extension–when curvatures are involved–in terms of
auxiliary variables [7]: here, the surface does not mate-
rialize until these constraints are applied. A comparison
between this framework and the latter is presented in Ap-
pendix A. Relevant antecedents motivating this work can
be found in Barbour, Foster and Ó Murchadha’s “Rela-
tivity without relativity” [8], Sorkin’s treatment of field
theory in Minkowski space [9], or Lomholt and Miao’s
discussion of the ambiguities associated with the GCM
equations [10]. It also shares features with the frame-
work, developed in [11] in the context of paper folding,
for enforcing local geometrical constraints.
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2A peculiarity of two-dimensional surfaces is that the mul-
tipliers assemble into a spatial vector field. If H depends
only on the intrinsic geometry, this vector field can be
identified in equilibrium as a generator of surface isome-
tries; if H depends also on the curvature Kab, on the
other hand, it is identified with a conformal transforma-
tion. The role of the multipliers themselves, however, is
not to displace the surface. This identification is a two-
dimensional accident: they represent the strength of the
interaction coupling the tensor field Kab to the metric on
the Riemannian manifold in the formation of the equilib-
rium surface. The surface Euler-Lagrange equations are
derived by examining the flows generated by this vec-
tor field. Its behavior will be explored in detail for area
minimizing surfaces. In the case of a catenoid bridging
two rings, the relevant isometry will be identified explic-
itly, and the connection between the singularities in this
vector field and the presence of instabilities emphasized.
This framework appears to provide a new approach to
analyzing the instability of equilibrium surfaces.
II. SURFACE VARIATIONAL PRINCIPLES
WITHOUT SURFACES
Consider the following effective action or energy
HC [gab,Kab,Λ, λ
a] = H[gab,Kab]
+ I[gab,Kab,Λ, λ
a] , (4)
where
I =
1
4
∫
dAΛG + 1
2
∫
dAλaCa . (5)
The Lagrange multipliers fields Λ and λa enforce the GC
and CM equations, Eqs. (2), as constraints on the vari-
ables gab and Kab. In Eq. (4) one is now free to treat gab
and Kab as independent variables. The variation of HC
is given by
δHC =
∫
dA
(
−1
2
(T ab + T ab) δgab + (Hab +Hab) δKab
)
+
∫
dA∇aQa , (6)
where the manifestly symmetric second rank tensors T ab
and Hab, are associated with the variation of H with re-
spect to gab and Kab; T ab and Hab are their counterparts
for the constraining term I:
T ab = −2 δH
δgab
, T ab = −2 δI
δgab
; (7a)
Hab =
δH
δKab
, Hab = δI
δKab
. (7b)
In Eq. (6) Qa represents all of the terms that have been
collected in a divergence after integration by parts.
The Euler-Lagrange equations for gab and Kab describ-
ing the equilibrium states of the surface are given respec-
tively by:
T ab + T ab = 0 ; (8a)
Hab +Hab = 0 , (8b)
supplemented with Eqs. (2). Eqs. (8) are analogues of
the Einstein equations in general relativity. The techni-
calities of the variations with respect to gab and Kab are
themselves straightforward (see, for example [12]). One
identifies
T ab = −1
2
(∇a∇b − gab∇2 +Rab)Λ
+
1
2
[∇a(λcKbc) +∇b(λcKac)]
− 1
2
∇c
[
λcKab + gabλdKcd
]
; (9a)
Hab = 1
2
(
Kab − gabK) Λ
+
1
4
(∇aλb +∇bλa)− 1
2
∇cλcgab . (9b)
The task is now to solve, if only implicitly, Eqs. (8) for
the multipliers. This is facilitated by organizing the two
tensors T ab and Hab in a more geometrically transparent
way.
Introduce the Lie derivative along the vector field λa on
the Riemannian manifold, which acts on the tensors gab
and Kab as follows
Lλgab = ∇aλb +∇bλa ; (10a)
LλKab = (∇cKab +Kac∇b +Kbc∇a)λc , (10b)
and define analogues LΛ for the scalar Λ
LΛgab = 2KabΛ ; (11a)
LΛKab = (−∇a∇b +KacKcb) Λ . (11b)
To motivate these definitions, consider for a moment a
surface X with tangent vectors ea = ∂aX and unit nor-
mal vector n. One can then construct a space vector
Λ = λaea+ Λn, with tangential components λa and nor-
mal component Λ. Now define
LΛgab = LΛgab + Lλgab ; (12a)
LΛKab = LΛKab + LλKab . (12b)
The induced metric gab = ea ·eb, and the extrinsic curva-
ture tensor Kab = ea · ∇bn, then transform respectively
by Eqs. (12) under the flow generated by the vector field
Λ (see, for example, [13]).
It should be stressed that neither of the definitions Eqs.
(12) make any reference to the embedding functions X,
the identifications of gab and Kab in terms of these func-
tions, or the assembly of Λ and λa into a space vector;
more importantly, despite the shorthand, it is not even
appropriate to think of Λ as a spatial vector field. If
this were the case the flow defined by Eqs. (12) would
displace the surface geometry away from equilibrium. It
3is, in fact, a two-dimensional accident that a space vec-
tor can be constructed using the multipliers λa and Λ.
In this context, the role played by Λ contrasts with the
one played by the lapse and shifts in the Hamiltonian
formulation of general relativity where the analogs of the
GCM constraints for a spatial hypersurface embedded in
a Riemannian manifold are the generators of normal and
tangential deformations of this hypersurface [14]. Their
role here is not to displace the surface: rather they are
the generalized forces coupling the tensor fields gab and
Kab to form the induced metric and extrinsic curvature
of the surface.
The motivation for introducing Eqs. (12) is that it is now
possible to cast the tensors T ab and Hab in the remark-
ably simple form
T ab = 1
4
(
gabKcd − gcdKab) LΛgcd
+
1
2
(
gacgbd − gabgcd) LΛKcd ; (13a)
Hab = 1
4
(
gacgbd − gabgcd)LΛgcd , (13b)
linear in LΛgab and LΛKab.
A useful identity: Using the intrinsic definition of R,
and its extrinsic counterpart implied by the GC equa-
tion, C⊥ = 0, one identifies two equivalent expressions
for LΛR:
LΛR = −2
(RabLΛgab + (Kab −Kgab)LΛKab)(14a)
=
(∇a∇b − gab∇2 −Rab)LΛgab . (14b)
As a consequence, the projection of T ab, given by Eq.
(13a), on Kab can be cast completely in terms of LΛgab:
KabT ab = 1
4
(
gab∇2−∇a∇b+KacK bc −gabKcdKcd
)LΛgab .
(15)
The significance of this identity will soon be apparent.
III. TWO CASES OF INTEREST: TENSION
AND BENDING
Gravitational Impostors: Let us first consider a
Hamiltonian depending only on the metric, so that H =
H[gab] in Eq. (1).
In this case Hab = 0 so that Eq. (8b) implies that
Hab = 0. The identity (13b) in turn implies that the
vector Λ, treated as a space vector, can be identified as
the generator of an isometry, in the sense that LΛgcd = 0.
The identity (15) then implies that KabT ab = 0. As an
immediate consequence of Eq. (8a), the Euler-Lagrange
equation −Kab T ab = 0 follows: a surprisingly short story
once the role of Λ as generator of isometries is recognized.
Notice that T ab generally does not vanish; thus T ab 6= 0.
Eq. (13a) then implies that the isometry is non-trivial;
for if LΛKab 6= 0, Λ cannot be a Euclidean motion.
In particular, in the case H is some constant σ, so that
H is proportional to area, one identifies T ab = −σgab,
and the Euler-Lagrange equation reduces to K = 0. A
familiar statement is recovered: the stationary states are
minimal surfaces.
Bending energy: A less simple example is provided
by the Polyakov or Helfrich bending energy, quadratic in
curvature, with H[gab,Kab] = K2/2. It is the simplest
non-topological conformal invariant of an embedded two-
dimensional surface [15]; it also provides an extraordinar-
ily robust mesoscopic description of fluid membranes [16].
Now T ab = K(2Kab−1/2gabK) andHab = Kgab; as a re-
sult of the latter, Eq. (13b) reads LΛgab = 4Kgab. Thus
Λ generates a conformal transformation, scaling locally
with the mean curvature. Eq. (15) then implies that
KabT ab = (∇2 −KabKab)K so that the Euler-Lagrange
shape equation is given by(
−∇2 +R− 1
2
K2
)
K = 0 , (16)
a surprisingly pithy derivation that compares favorably
with any of its better established counterparts, all the
more so because this framework was not developed to
compete on this level.
The linearity of the Euler-Lagrange equations in the mul-
tipliers permits one to treat more complicated energies,
the Helfrich Hamiltonian H = (K − K0)2/2 + σ, with
spontaneous curvature K0 and constrained area, for ex-
ample.
IV. MULTIPLIERS AND INSTABILITIES FOR
MINIMAL SURFACES
It is curious that one never needed to identify the
multiplier fields explicitly to isolate the surface Euler-
Lagrange equations. If one were to stop here, however,
would be a mistake: for in the role that they play in
quantifying the forces necessary to constrain the tensor
fields (2), the multipliers also signal when surface insta-
bilities are present.
In this section, the partial differential equations describ-
ing these fields will be determined. For simplicity, exam-
ine the area H = σ with Euler-Lagrange equation K = 0.
In general, the equation
T aa = −
1
2
√
g
LΛ (√gK) , (17)
follows by tracing over Eq.(13a). Under the isometry
Λ, (17) implies that the mean curvature changes by a
constant: LΛK = −4σ. Combining this result with the
contraction of Eq. (12b), LΛK =
(−∇2 +R)Λ, one
obtains (−∇2 +R)Λ = −4σ . (18)
The scalar Λ is determined independently of the vec-
tor field λa. The differential operator appearing here,
L = −∇2 + R, also makes an appearance in the sec-
ond variation of area about any equilibrium geometry,
4which assumes the form δ2A =
∫
dAΦL Φ, where Φ is
the normal deformation of the surface. The existence of
negative eigenvalues signals a mode of instability of the
surface.
As discussed elsewhere [17] the appropriate boundary
condition on Λ in Eq. (18) is Λ = 0. Its solution subject
to this boundary condition is also unique.
To complete the determination of Λ, note that the con-
traction of Eq. (12a) implies that ∇aλa = 0. The diver-
gence of Eq. (12a) then reads
(∇2 + 1
2
R)λa = −2Kab∇bΛ . (19)
A sufficient boundary condition is λa = 0. Given the
function Λ, the solution of Eq. (19) is now unique. We
will now show that the behavior of the multipliers corre-
late with the stability of the equilibrium surface.
Example: Catenoid. We will examine the behavior
of the multipliers on a catenoid bounded by two rings
a fixed distance apart. Aligning the axis of symmetry
along the Z axis, its radius and height, R(l) and Z(l),
can be parameterizing in terms of arc-length l along its
meridians (with l = 0 on the neck of radius R0, see Fig.
1(a)): R(l) =
√
1 + l2, Z(l) = arcsinh l, where all lengths
are measured in units of R0. The principal curvatures
along the parallels and meridians are C‖ = −C⊥ = 1/R2.
For simplicity, consider a symmetric section of catenoid
bounded by the parallel circles at l = ±L, with corre-
sponding radius RL and height ±ZL respectively.
By symmetry Λ is axially symmetric. Eq. (18) then as-
sumes the form (
RΛ¯′
)′
R
+ 2
Λ¯
R4
= 1 , (20)
where the prime indicates a derivative with respect to
arc-length, and Λ¯ := Λ/(4σR20). An exact solution of Eq.
(20) exists. With the boundary conditions Λ(±L) = 0 it
is given by
Λ¯ =
l
4
(
1
R
ln (R+ l) + l
)
+ C0
(
l
R
ln (R+ l)− 1
)
,
(21)
with integration constant,
C0 =
L
4
(
LRL + ln(RL + L)
RL − L ln(RL + L)
)
. (22)
Note that the global minimum, Λ0, occurs at the neck
where the curvature is highest. Furthermore Λ¯0 :=
Λ¯(0) = −C0 diverges as L is increased to the value
LC = 1.50888 which occurs when RL = L ln(RL + L)
and the ratio of separation hL = 2ZL to diameter of the
rings DL = 2RL is hL/DL = 0.66274. Λ¯ is plotted as a
function of l for several values of L in the interval [0, LC ]
in Fig. 1(b). It is negative everywhere in this interval.
The divergence of Λ0 at L = LC correlates with the onset
of an instability in the catenoid as a minimal surface (see
Fig. 1(c)). For let us expand Λ in terms of the eigenfunc-
tions of the operator L , Λ =
∑
n CnΦn, where LΦn =
EnΦn, so that Eq. (18) reads
∑
nEnCnΦn = −4σ. Let
Φ0 be the normalized ground state with eigenvalue E0.
Then
E0C0 = −4σ
∫
dAΦ0 . (23)
If Φ0 is positive everywhere, the left-hand side of Eq.
(23) is manifestly negative. If L is small, the catenoid
approximates a cylinder with positive E0. This implies
that C0 is negative and thus so also is Λ, consistent with
the exact solution. As L → LC , however, E0 → 0. At
this value of L Eq. (23) implies that C0 must diverge,
so that Λ does also. Thus an unexpected bonus of this
framework is a reformulation of the analysis of stability of
minimal surfaces. L = LC is the maximum value of the
meridian length for which the catenoid is stable [18]. Be-
yond L = LC , E0 becomes negative and it can be shown
that Λ changes sign. Likewise, defining λ¯a = λa/(4σR20),
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FIG. 1. (a) Catenoid between two identic rings. (b) Λ as
a function of arc-length l for values of boundary arc-length
L = 0.6, 1, 1.25. The gray scale increases with L. (c) Lo-
cal extrema of the multiplier Λ/(4σR20) as a function of the
boundary arc-length L. (d) λl as a function of arc-length l
for the same values of L as in (a).
Eqs. (19) are given by(
Rλ¯′l
)′
R
− λ¯l
R4
= 2
Λ¯′
R2
,
(
Rλ¯′φ
)′
R
− λ¯φ
R4
= 0 . (24)
Axial symmetry implies that the angular component
vanishes:λφ = 0, consistent with the fact that the CM
constraint equation along the polar direction vanishes
identically: Cφ = 0. Thus, there is only a generalized
force along the meridians. The corresponding compo-
nent λl is plotted in Fig 1(d) for values of l in the interval
[0, LC ]. It is an antisymmetric function of l, possessing
two extrema, one maximum and one minimum, vanishing
at the neck where l = 0. Like Λ, λl diverges at the onset
of instability at L = LC .
5V. CONCLUSIONS
In this Letter it was shown how a surface can be
treated as a Riemannian manifold endowed with a
metric that couples to a symmetric tensor field. The
GCM equations impose a constraint on these two fields.
No direct reference is made to the surface itself.
We have established a framework for studying surfaces
that mimics gravity; the surface itself is an emergent
entity. In the process, intriguing connections with a
theory of metrics are revealed that are likely to be worth
exploring.
The metric approach developed here–tweaked
appropriately–is ideally adapted to study the re-
cently proposed programmed swelling of thin polymer
sheets [19]. This approach to interfaces and membranes
has clear relevance to a number of problems in soft
matter: fluctuations or membrane mediated interactions
could be treated in a manner that sidesteps the difficul-
ties of the height function representation. Numerically
one could contemplate relaxing the GCM equations, but
suppress violations in a controlled way by introducing
large coupling constants.
One curiosity and unexpected virtue of this framework
is that the derivation of the surface Euler-Lagrange
equation never requires the explicit determination of the
Lagrange multipliers enforcing the constraints. These
multipliers are, however, of considerable interest in
their own right: it is they that quantify the strength
of the coupling between the Riemannian metric and
the symmetric tensor field shaping the manifold into a
stationary state of the surface. A connection between
conformal transformations and surface states has also
emerged; its significance remains to be explored. More
importantly, however, singularities in the multipliers
correlate directly with instabilities in equilibrium sur-
faces. We have explored in some detail the behavior of
these multipliers for surfaces minimizing area and, in
particular, a soap film between two rings.
Extending this framework to higher dimensional surfaces
or non-trivial backgrounds is not entirely straight-
forward. Unlike the two-dimensional case examined
here, where the contractions of the GCM constraints
completely encode their geometrical content, these
constraints will need to be accommodated within the
Hamiltonian in their full uncontracted glory. In particu-
lar, the fortuitous similarity with the ADM formulation
of general relativity encountered here becomes an unre-
liable guidepost; the multiplier fields no longer assemble
naturally into a vector field. What is more, the GCM
equations will need to be supplemented with their Ricci
counterpart if higher codimensions are contemplated [5].
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Appendix A: Making connections and establishing
contrasts
It is useful to compare this approach with a variational
framework introduced by one of the authors several years
ago which adopts a very different strategy [7]. In that ap-
proach H is again constructed using the metric and ex-
trinsic curvature as independent variables. In contrast,
however, these variables are connected to the embedding
functions through the Gauss-Weingarten structure equa-
tions. One thus constructs the Hamiltonian
HC = H[gab,Kab] (A1)
+
∫
dA
[
fa · (ea − ∂aX) + λa⊥ea · n + λn(n2 − 1)
]
+
∫
dA
[
Λab(Kab − ea · ∂bn) + λab(gab − ea · eb)
]
,
implementing the definitions of gab and Kab in terms of
the tangent vectors ea and the normal n, as well as the
connection of the latter to X by introducing appropriate
Lagrange multipliers. One is then free to treat each of
these variables independently. In particular, the transla-
tional invariance ofH implies the existence of a conserved
stress tensor. In this framework, X only appears in the
tangential constraint so that
δXHC =
∫
dA∇afa · δX , (A2)
modulo a boundary term. Thus, in equilibrium, ∇afa =
0, or the stress fa is conserved. fa is constructed using
the remaining Euler-Lagrange equations. One finds [7],
fa = fabeb + f
an , where
fab = T ab −HacKcb , fa = −∇bHab , (A3)
and T ab and Hab were defined in Eq. (7). It depends
only on the geometry. In the new framework it is not
obvious how to address the Euclidean invariance of the
surface Hamiltonian, never mind the conservation laws
that it implies, when the surface and its background do
not yet exist.
The normal projection of the conservation law reads
∇afa −Kabfab = 0 ; (A4)
its tangential counterparts ∇afab + Kba fa = 0, are the
statement of reparametrization invariance. Notice that
if H depends only on gab, Eq. (A4) reduces to the state-
ment that −KabT ab = 0. This also justifies the strategy
that was adopted to identify the surface Euler-Lagrange
equation.
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